Two Types of Neurons in the Primate Globus Pallidus External Segment Play Distinct Roles in Antisaccade Generation
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Abstract

The globus pallidus external segment (GPe) constitutes part of the indirect pathway of the basal ganglia. Because of inhibitory projections from the striatum, most GPe neurons are expected to reduce activity during movements. However, many GPe neurons in fact display increased activity. We previously found that both excitatory and inhibitory responses were modulated during antisaccades, when eyes were directed away from a visual stimulus. To elucidate the roles of these neurons during antisaccades, we examined neuronal activities as monkeys performed antisaccades, prosaccades, and NoGo tasks under 2 conditions. In the Deliberate condition, the task-rule was instructed by color of the fixation point, while in the Immediate condition, it was given by color of the target. Under both conditions, the increase-type neurons exhibited greater activity during antisaccades compared with the other tasks and neuronal activity negatively correlated with saccade latency. The decrease-type neurons also showed greater modulation during antisaccades but their activity was comparable between NoGo and antisaccade trials in the Immediate condition. These results suggest that the increase-type neurons might play a role in facilitating antisaccades, whereas the decrease-type neurons could mediate signals for reflexive saccade suppression. We propose that these GPe neurons are differently involved in basal ganglia pathways.
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Introduction

A widely accepted view regarding the neuronal processes in the basal ganglia assumes the “direct” and “indirect” pathways (Albin et al. 1989; DeLong 1990). Although this hypothesis can explain many pathophysiological aspects of basal ganglia diseases, including Parkinson’s disease, the growing body of evidence suggests that this hypothesis might be too simplistic; in addition to the alternative direct and indirect pathways, several other major projections in the basal ganglia have recently been elucidated (for reviews, see Nambu et al. 2002; Wichmann et al. 2011). According to the original hypothesis, the external segment of the globus pallidus (GPe) constitutes part of the indirect pathway, which plays a role in the suppression of actions (Brotchie et al. 1991; for review, see Chan et al. 2005). Because of the inhibitory projection from the striatum, neurons in the GPe are expected to exhibit decreased activity during movements. However, more than half of the neurons in the GPe in fact exhibit increased activity during movements (Mitchell et al. 1987; Turner and Anderson 1997; Yoshida and Tanaka 2009a,b; Shin and Sommer 2010; for review, see Goldberg and Bergman 2011), suggesting that the direct excitatory inputs from the subthalamic nucleus (STN) might regulate neuronal activity in the GPe (Shink et al. 1996) (Fig. 1D).

Although the firing properties of 2 types of neurons in the GPe have been well documented, their functional roles remain
elusive. Previously we examined GPe neurons responding to saccades, and found that both types of neurons exhibited enhanced firing modulation during antisaccades, when eyes were directed away from the target (Yoshida and Tanaka 2009a). These neurons could have a role in the production of antisaccade commands and/or the suppression of reflexive saccades toward the target, both of which are indispensable neural processes for the generation of antisaccades (Munoz and Everling 2004). Indeed, our previous study showed that inactivation of the GPe with muscimol resulted in the increased number of erroneous antisaccades (Yoshida and Tanaka 2009a).

The purpose of the present study was to elucidate the roles of signals in the GPe in the generation of antisaccades. In addition to the antisaccade and prosaccade trials, we randomly introduced the NoGo trial so as to dissociate the saccade-related movement activity from that related to saccade suppression. Recent studies suggest that there are 2 types of proactive inhibitory controls during antisaccades (Abegg et al. 2012). The “global suppression” withholds any motor response, causing general lengthening of reaction time, whereas the “selective suppression” inhibits a particular response that could be directed to distractive stimuli. These 2 processes appear to be regulated by different pathways in the basal ganglia (Majid et al. 2013; for review, see Aron 2011).

To examine these inhibitory processes, we presented trials in 2 different conditions. In one condition, the task-rule was given by the color of the fixation point in advance of the target appearance (Deliberate condition, Fig. 1A). In this condition, the global suppression may dominate during the NoGo trials in which the subjects should ignore visual stimuli and maintain fixation throughout the trial (Fig. 1A). In the other condition, the task-rule was indicated by the color of the target (Immediate condition, Fig. 1B). Because the subjects need to direct attention to the visual stimuli rather than simply ignoring them even in the NoGo trials, the signals related to selective suppression should be generated in the absence of movements. Thus, using the 3 tasks in 2 different conditions, we were able to examine neuronal activity related to saccade production or suppression, and to dissociate signals related to global suppression from selective suppression (Fig. 1C). Our data show that the increase-type neurons exhibited different firing properties from the decrease-type neurons during the trials, suggesting that the 2 types of GPe neurons might be differentially involved in antisaccade generation, one facilitating and the other suppressing saccades.

Materials and Methods

Animal Preparation

Experiments were conducted on 4 Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata, one 7 kg male and three 4–6 kg females). All experimental protocols were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Hokkaido University. The experimental procedures were similar to those described previously (Tanaka 2005). After initial chair training, a pair of head holders was implanted in the skull using titanium screws and dental acrylic under general isoflurane anesthesia and using sterile procedures. To induce anesthesia, we administered medetomidine (40 µg/kg) and midazolam (0.3 mg/kg) intramuscularly. The animals were intubated to maintain anesthesia using a mixture of isoflurane (1–3%), nitrous oxide, and oxygen. In a separate surgical procedure, a coil of stainless steel wire was implanted under the conjunctiva to record eye movements. During subsequent training and experimental sessions, the monkey’s head was fixed to the primate chair, and horizontal and vertical eye position was recorded using the search coil technique. After sufficient training for eye movement tasks, a recording cylinder was installed over a small craniotomy under the same surgical conditions as above.
Animals received analgesics (pentazocine or ketoprofen) during each surgery and for several days subsequently. Topical antibiotics were administered around the implant and in the cylinder as necessary. Water intake was controlled daily so that monkeys were motivated to perform behavioral tasks.

Visual Stimulus and Behavioral Paradigms

Experiments were controlled by a Windows-based real-time data acquisition system (TEMPO; Reflective Computing, St. Louis). All events were updated every 5 ms, and visual stimuli were presented on a 24-inch cathode-ray tube monitor (GDM-FW900; Sony, Tokyo; refresh rate: 60 Hz) that was located 38 cm away from the eyes, and subtended visual angle of 64 × 44°. A 0.5° square spot served as a visual stimulus. Targets of different colors (white, red, green, and blue) were used for different means in each stimulus using the formula

\[ C = \frac{(A - B)}{(A + B)} \]

Contrast modulation (Michelson contrast) was calculated for each stimulus so that monkeys were unable to prepare for the peripheral target so that monkeys were unable to prepare for the target onset.

In the Immediate condition, the task-rule was given by color of the fixation point in advance of the target appearance. In contrast, in the Deliberate condition, the task-rule was given by color of the fixation point. In both saccade tasks, the peripheral target disappeared after a second fixation interval of 500 ms, and then a liquid reward was given. Introduction of the second fixation interval allowed us to temporally dissociate the neuronal responses to eye movements from those to reward.

Data Acquisition and Analysis

Horizontal and vertical eye position signals were directly obtained from the eye coil electronics (MEL-25; Enzanshi Kogyo, Chiba, Japan). Data were digitized and sampled at 1 kHz, and were stored in files during the experiments for further off-line analysis, performed using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). For each neuron, data were aligned with either the initiation of saccades or the target onset. In some antisaccade trials, monkeys initially generated a saccade toward the target, but redirected their eyes to the location opposite to the target within 400 ms (“turn-around saccade”). Since we detected error trials by analyzing eye position before and 400 ms after the fixation point offset during experiments, monkeys were rewarded in such trials. We detected turn-around saccades off-line and considered them as errors and these data were excluded from the subsequent analyses. Traces of horizontal and vertical eye positions were reviewed with rasters and spike density profiles that were constructed from neuronal data.

Neurons recorded during fewer than 10 trials for each task condition were excluded from subsequent analyses. Neuronal activity was measured during the following 3 time periods: (1) the 300-ms interval immediately before the fixation point onset (baseline period); (2) the 250-ms period after the target onset (target onset period); and (3) the 150-ms period starting from 100 ms before saccades (saccade period). We used a relatively long target onset period to compare neuronal activities during antisaccades with those during NoGo trials, because reaction times of antisaccades were ~250 ms and the suppression of reflexive saccades should have occurred during this interval in the NoGo trials. We defined neuronal activity as “antisaccade-related” when it differed significantly from the baseline activity during antisaccades (2-tailed paired t test, \( p < 0.05 \)). These neurons were further classified into 2 groups, “increase-type” or “decrease-type”, according to the direction of firing modulation during antisaccades. The time course of neuronal activity for each condition was examined qualitatively by calculating the spike density function using a Gaussian filter (\( \sigma = 15 \) ms). However, all quantitative measures were performed on the basis of spike counts for specific time windows. Analytical measures are reported in the relevant text in the Results. To evaluate neuronal activity, the mean firing rate was assessed using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by post hoc multiple comparisons (Scheffé’s method). Each statistical test that was applied is stated in the relevant text in the Results.

Recording Procedures

Tungsten microelectrodes (FHC, Bowdoin, ME) were lowered through a 23-gauge stainless steel tube guided by a grid system (Crist Instrument Co.). The electrodes were advanced using a hydraulic micromanipulator (MO-97S; Narishige, Tokyo) attached to the recording cylinder, which allowed vertical (monkey S) or 38–40° off-vertical penetrations (monkeys U, V, and X) in the coronal plane. Signals obtained from the electrodes were amplified, filtered, and monitored using oscilloscopes and an audio monitor. Once task-related neuronal activity was encountered, spikes of single neurons were isolated using a real-time spike sorter with template-matching algorithms (MSD; Alpha Omega Engineering, Nazareth, Israel). For each experiment, the occurrence of action potentials was time-stamped and saved in files with the data of eye movements, location and timing of visual stimuli.

Verification of the Recording Sites

The recording sites were reconstructed based on magnetic resonance images [MRI; GE Signa 1.5 T; 3D T1-weighted images (1 mm
thick slice) and 2D $T_2$-weighted images (1.5 mm thick slice) after implantations of the recoding chamber. Consistent with our previous study (Yoshida and Tanaka 2009a), many antisaccade-related neurons were found in the anterior part of the GPe, close to the anterior commissure (Fig. 2).

## Results

### Database and Recording Sites

Data were collected only after monkeys were well trained on the 3 tasks under both conditions. Table 1 summarizes the behavioral data obtained during 170 recording sessions. All monkeys performed the task correctly in >88% of trials. Error trials in the anti-saccade task contained those with reflexive saccades toward the visual stimuli (including turn-around saccades) and those without saccades during 400 ms of target appearance. Overall, a 2-way ANOVA revealed that saccade latencies were statistically different between conditions (192 ± 48 ms and 241 ± 50 ms for the Deliberate and Immediate conditions, respectively, $P < 0.05$) as well as between pro- (204 ± 56 ms) and antisaccades (230 ± 51 ms, $P < 0.05$). There was also a significant interaction between the main factors ($P < 0.05$), indicating that the difference in latency between the 2 saccade tasks was statistically greater in the Deliberate condition than in the Immediate condition.

We recorded from 170 single GPe neurons in 6 hemispheres of 4 monkeys ($n = 102, 34, 20, and 14$ for monkeys S, X, U, and V, respectively) that modulated their activity in association with saccades. More than 2 thirds of these neurons increased their firing rates before and during saccades ("increase-type" neurons, $n = 117, 70\%$), whereas the remaining neurons decreased their firing rate ("decrease-type" neurons, $n = 53, 30\%$). For the 4 animals, the proportion of the increase-type neurons ranged from 62–80% (increase/decrease, 70/32, 21/13, 16/4, 10/4, for monkeys S, X, U, and V, respectively).

Figure 2 illustrates the recording sites overlaid on MR images of monkeys X and S. Most saccade-related neurons were found in the anterodorsal part of the GPe, within 2 mm anterior or posterior to the level of the anterior commissure, consistent with our previous study (Yoshida and Tanaka 2009a). Anatomical studies have shown that this part of the GPe receives projections from the associative areas in the striatum (Haber et al. 1993; Francois et al. 1994, 2004; for review, see Parent and Hazrati 1995b). Our

![Figure 2. Sites of the task-related neurons are overlaid on MR images shown in the frontal sections ($T_2$-weighted image). Left panel shows the left hemisphere of monkey X, while right panel shows the right hemisphere of monkey S. Shape of symbols indicates response property, and the size indicates the number of recorded neurons. Both MR images are the sections 1 mm posterior to the anterior commissure (AC). Cd, caudate nucleus; GPe, external segment of the globus pallidus; Put, putamen; STN, subthalamic nucleus.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Comparison of behavioral parameters between conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deliberate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (correct/all)</td>
<td>4539/4573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error rate (%)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency (ms)</td>
<td>215 ± 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error latency</td>
<td>139 ± 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (correct/all)</td>
<td>1293/1296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error rate (%)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency (ms)</td>
<td>300 ± 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error latency</td>
<td>213 ± 36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Monkey V |      |     |      |      |     |      |
| N (correct/all) | 749/851 | 848/848 | 852/853 | 824/854 | 851/851 | 842/842 |
| Error rate (%) | 11.7 | 0.0 | 0.0 | 3.5% | 0.0 | 0.0 |
| Latency (ms) | 223 ± 52 | 182 ± 48 | — | 295 ± 40 | 193 ± 59 | — |
| Error latency | 149 ± 14 | — | — | 206 ± 37 | — | — |
| Monkey U |      |     |      |      |     |      |
| N (correct/all) | 426/428 | 425/425 | 435/440 | 423/425 | 427/427 | 428/434 |
| Error rate (%) | 0.5 | 0.0 | 1.1 | 0.5 | 0.0 | 1.4 |
| Latency (ms) | 224 ± 32 | 185 ± 26 | — | 274 ± 31 | 260 ± 37 | — |
| Error latency | 199 ± 44 | — | — | 223 ± 29 | — | — |

Values of latency indicate mean ± SD.
recording sites appeared to be somewhat anterior to the sites in other studies that had been examined for saccade-related neuronal activity (Kato and Hikosaka 1995; Shin and Sommer 2010).

Properties of Increase-type Neurons

Figure 3 plots the data of a representative increase-type neuron under 2 different conditions. As the data were aligned to the initiation of saccades, neuronal activity just before antisaccades was greater than that before prosaccades under the Deliberate condition (Fig. 3A, right 2 panels), which is consistent with our previous study (Yoshida and Tanaka 2009a). This neuron also exhibited an enhanced activity during antisaccades under the Immediate condition (Fig. 3B, right 2 panels), while the gradual elevation of firing rate at the time of target onset found in the Deliberate condition disappeared (left panels). To examine whether the GPe was involved in the suppression of reflexive saccades, we randomly introduced the NoGo trials under both conditions. Neuronal activity in the NoGo trials under the Deliberate condition was expected to be related to global saccade suppression, while that under the Immediate condition was likely to be related to selective suppression (Abegg et al. 2012; Fig. 1C). When the data were aligned to the target onset, neuronal activity in the NoGo trials was less than that during antisaccades under

![Figure 3](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/)

**Figure 3.** Comparison of the responses between paradigms for representative increase-type neuron. (A) Deliberate condition. (B) Immediate condition. In all panels, data are aligned on the target onset or saccade initiation (vertical lines). Raster lines are sorted according to saccade latency. Traces in different colors indicate spike density for different conditions. The diamond on each raster line indicates the time of saccade initiation (left two panels) or target onset (right 2 panels). Anti, antisaccade; Pro, prosaccade.
both conditions (Fig. 3A, B, left 2 panels), suggesting that this neuron might not be involved in any type of saccade suppression.

To examine the time course of neuronal activity, Figure 4 plots the population activities of the increase-type neurons during different conditions. The traces in Figure 4A, E show that neuronal activities during the NoGo trials were consistently less than those during antisaccades. For individual neurons, Figure 4C, G compare the mean firing rate during 250 ms following the target onset between the antisaccade and NoGo trials. Under the Deliberate condition, 59 (50%) and 55 (47%) out of 117 increase-type neurons displayed activities that were statistically different between the trials for contralateral and ipsilateral targets, respectively (2-way ANOVA, P < 0.05, followed by Scheffé’s test, P < 0.05, Fig. 4C, red symbols). Under the Immediate condition, 26 (22%) and 23 (19%) of neurons showed differential activity between the trials for contralateral and ipsilateral targets, respectively (P < 0.05, Fig. 4G). In the whole population, the activity immediately after the target onset in the antisaccade trials was statistically greater than that during the NoGo trials for all combinations of target locations and task conditions (paired t test, P < 10^-6), suggesting that these neurons might play only a minor role in saccade suppression. Although many neurons exhibited a gradual elevation of activity prior to target onset during antisaccade trials under the Deliberate condition (Fig. 4A), the baseline
activity during stable fixation (500–1000 ms before target onset) did not differ either between conditions or paradigms (2-way ANOVA, $P = 0.66$), indicating that the variation of neuronal activity during initial fixation did not solely reflect the difference in visual attributes.

To estimate the timing of when neuronal activity during antisaccades differed from that during the NoGo trials, we performed time-series analysis for every 25-ms window starting from 600 ms before and ending at 600 ms following the target onset. The rasters below the traces of population activities in Figure 4A,B summarize the statistical results (Mann Whitney U-test, $P < 0.05$). When the neuronal differentiation time was defined as the center of the first bin of 10 consecutive intervals with significant difference, the values were $−177$ ms (contralateral target) and $−124$ ms (ipsilateral target) for the Deliberate condition, and $27$ ms (contra) and $49$ ms (ipsi) for the Immediate condition.

The enhancement of neuronal activity during antisaccades suggested a role of the increase-type neurons in the production of volitional saccade commands. To test this, we next examined neuronal activity around the times of saccades. Figure 4B,F show the time courses of the population activity during saccades under the 2 different conditions. The increase-type neurons exhibited enhanced activity during antisaccades compared with that during prosaccades, in particular, under the Deliberate condition (Fig. 4B). To assess the saccade-related activities, the firing rates of individual neurons were measured for a 150-ms interval starting from 100 ms prior to saccades (Fig 4B,F, black bars). A 2-way ANOVA and the following multiple comparisons revealed that neuronal activity was greater during antisaccades compared with prosaccades for 30% ($n = 35/117$, contraversive saccades) and 23% ($n = 27$, ipsiversive saccades) of neurons under the Deliberate condition, and for 55% ($n = 64$, contra) and 34% ($n = 40$, ipsi) of neurons under the Immediate condition (Scheffe’s test $P < 0.05$; Fig 4D,H, red symbols). In the whole population, the magnitude of neuronal activity during antisaccades was greater than that during prosaccades (paired $t$ test, $P < 10^{-4}$ and $P < 10^{-10}$ for the Deliberate condition and the Immediate condition, respectively). When we measured the neuronal differentiation time between antisaccade and prosaccade tasks, the values were $−325$ ms (contralateral saccades) and $−263$ ms (ipsilateral saccades) in the Deliberate condition, and $−21$ ms (contra) and $−103$ ms (ipsi) in the Immediate condition.

To further examine whether the increase-type neurons played a role in saccade generation, trials from each neuron were divided into tertiles according to saccade latencies. Traces in the upper panels of Figure 5A,B show the population activities for the 3 groups aligned to the target onset in contraversive antisaccade trials. Although neuronal activity for trials with shorter latencies was greatest during antisaccades in both conditions, the activity was relatively comparable between groups during prosaccades. When rank correlation between firing rates ($−100$ to $50$ ms of the target onset) and individual saccade latencies was computed for each neuron, the mean of correlation coefficients was statistically smaller than zero (one sample $t$ test, $n = 117$, $P < 0.05$) during antisaccades under all 4 combinations of saccade direction and trial condition. In contrast, the mean of rank correlation coefficients did not differ from zero during prosaccades ($P > 0.05$). These results suggest that the increase-type neurons might play a role in facilitating antisaccades.

### Properties of Decrease-type Neurons

Figure 6 plots the data from a representative decrease-type neuron. This neuron reduced activity in a similar manner during all 3 tasks under the Immediate condition (Fig. 6B), whereas, under the Deliberate condition, the size of the firing modulation was greatest during antisaccades (Fig. 6A). Similarly to previously reported neurons (Yoshida and Tanaka 2009a), this neuron started to modulate activity even during the instruction period when the task-rule was presented, possibly because the monkey prepared for antisaccades even though the target location was still uncertain. For multiple decrease-type neurons ($n = 53$), Figure 7A,E compare the time courses of the population activities between different trials under both conditions. Unlike the increase-type neurons (Fig. 4E), neuronal activity during the NoGo trials was similar to that during antisaccades under the Immediate condition (Fig. 7E). When the firing rates of individual decrease-type neurons were measured for $250$ ms from the target onset (black bars in Fig. 7A,E), 15% (28%, contralateral target) and 10% (19%, ipsilateral target) neurons exhibited differential activity between the antisaccade trials and the NoGo trials under the Deliberate condition, and 5% (9%, contra) and 2% (4%, ipsi) neurons exhibited the largest firing rate during antisaccades. This neuron reduced activity in a similar manner during all 3 tasks under the Immediate condition (Fig. 6B), whereas, under the Deliberate condition, the size of the firing modulation was greatest during antisaccades (Fig. 6A). Similarly to previously reported neurons (Yoshida and Tanaka 2009a), this neuron started to modulate activity even during the instruction period when the task-rule was presented, possibly because the monkey prepared for antisaccades even though the target location was still uncertain. For multiple decrease-type neurons ($n = 53$), Figure 7A,E compare the time courses of the population activities between different trials under both conditions. Unlike the increase-type neurons (Fig. 4E), neuronal activity during the NoGo trials was similar to that during antisaccades under the Immediate condition (Fig. 7E). When the firing rates of individual decrease-type neurons were measured for $250$ ms from the target onset (black bars in Fig. 7A,E), 15% (28%, contralateral target) and 10% (19%, ipsilateral target) neurons exhibited differential activity between the antisaccade trials and the NoGo trials under the Deliberate condition, and 5% (9%, contra) and 2% (4%, ipsi) neurons exhibited the largest firing rate during antisaccades.
differential activity under the Immediate condition (2-way ANOVA, \( P < 0.05 \), followed by Scheffé’s test, \( P < 0.05 \), Fig. 7C,G, red dots). In the population as a whole, neuronal activity in the NoGo trials was less than that during antisaccades under the Deliberate condition (paired t test, \( P < 10^{-3} \) and \( 10^{-4} \) for the contralateral and ipsilateral targets, respectively). Meanwhile, neuronal activity was comparable between the trials under the Immediate condition (\( P = 0.32 \) and 0.29 for the contralateral and ipsilateral targets, respectively). This suggests that the decrease-type neurons might play a role in “selective” saccade suppression (Fig. 1C). As seen in the increase-type neurons, the decrease-type neurons also altered activity just before the target onset, especially in the antisaccade trials under the Deliberate condition (Fig. 7A). However, neuronal activity during stable fixation (500–1000 ms before target onset) did not vary across tasks and conditions (2-way ANOVA, \( P = 0.48 \)).

As seen in the example neuron in Figure 6, the decrease-type neurons reduced their firing rate even during prosaccades, but the firing modulation during prosaccades was less than that during antisaccades, at least under the Deliberate condition. For multiple neurons, Figure 7B,F show the time courses of population activities during saccades. Consistent with our previous study (Yoshida and Tanaka 2009a), the firing modulation during antisaccades was greater than that during prosaccades under the
Deliberate condition (Fig. 7B). However, there was no significant difference in the magnitude of neuronal modulation between pro- and antisaccades under the Immediate condition (Fig. 7F). When the firing rates of individual decrease-type neurons were measured around the times of saccades (a 150-ms interval starting from 100 ms prior to saccades, Fig. 7B,F, black bars), 25 (47%, contraversive saccades) and 11 (21%, ipsiversive saccades) neurons displayed differential activity between the tasks under the Deliberate condition, and 27 (51%, contra) and 8 (15%, ipsi) neurons showed differential activity under the Immediate condition (unpaired t test, $P < 0.05$, Fig. 7D,H, red symbols). In the whole population, the magnitude of firing modulation during antisaccades was greater than that during prosaccades in the Deliberate condition (paired t test, $P < 10^{-3}$ and 0.05 for contraversive and ipsiversive saccades, respectively), while the neuronal modulation was comparable between the trials in the Immediate condition ($P = 0.10$ and 0.86 for contraversive and ipsiversive saccades, respectively). In contrast to the increase-type neurons (Fig. 5), we failed to find any significant correlation between neuronal activity and saccade latency in any condition, suggesting that the decrease-type neurons might not signal saccade motor commands.

If the decrease-type neurons were involved in saccade suppression, neuronal modulation during erroneous NoGo trials might be reduced as compared with that during correct trials. For a subset of neurons that could be examined during erroneous NoGo trials with targeting saccades under the Immediate condition, the neuronal activities (measured during 250 ms of target onset) averaged $52.8 \pm 4.4$ (SD, $n = 15$) and $64.4 \pm 5.2$ (SD, $n = 12$) spikes/s for the contralateral and ipsilateral target, respectively. These values did not differ from those during correct trials ($51.9 \pm 4.1$ and $62.2 \pm 4.0$ spikes/s, paired t test, $P > 0.05$). We
obtained similar results under the Deliberate condition (12 and 10 neurons for contralateral and ipsilateral targets, respectively), likely because the number of error trials in the NoGo trials was too small to detect a significant difference.

Discussion
We found 2 types of GPe neurons that modulated their activity associated with saccades. Similar to our previous study in other animals (Yoshida and Tanaka 2009a), the recording sites were confined to the anterior part of the dorsomedial aspect of the GPe, close to the anterior commissure. According to anatomical studies, our recording sites appear to be within the so-called associative territory, which receives signals from the dorsolateral and medial prefrontal cortices via the dorsal caudate nucleus and/or the ventral STN (Francois et al. 1994; Middleton and Strick 1994; Shink et al. 1996; for review, see Parent and Hazrati 1995b). This part of the GPe is considered to be involved in cognitive processes rather than simple motor executions (Grabli et al. 2004; Saga et al. 2013).

Absence of Confounding Effects of Visual Contrast and Task Difficulty on Neuronal Activity
Most neurons in the GPe exhibited differential activity between the tasks. For example, the magnitude of firing modulation of the increase-type neurons was greatest during antisaccades and was smallest during NoGo trials (Fig. 4). This task-rule-dependent modulation of neuronal activity was not attributed to the difference in stimulus contrast, because the response to the target was similarly affected by the task-rule under both the Deliberate and Immediate conditions, while the target was always white under the former condition (Fig. 1A). Conversely, the neuronal activity during stable fixation (100–500 ms before target onset) under the Deliberate condition did not differ across the tasks, although the color of the fixation point was different.

Also, one might argue that the task-rule-dependent modulation of neuronal activity could reflect the general difficulty of the task. It is practically impossible to adjust difficulty across the 3 paradigms; our data suggest that the task-rule-dependent modulation was not solely due to the general difficulty of the task. For example, the decrease-type neurons exhibited a similar amount of firing modulation between the tasks under the Immediate condition (Fig. 7E). Furthermore, although all tasks under the Immediate condition must be more difficult than those under the Deliberate condition, the magnitude of firing modulation was comparable between the conditions for both types of neurons (Figs. 4 and 7). Thus, the task-rule-dependent modulation of neuronal activity was likely to reflect neuronal signals that were necessary to regulate animals’ behavior, rather than the stimulus attributes or general difficulty of the task. In the subsequent sections, we will consider how these signals were generated within the basal ganglia pathways, and how GPe neuronal activity could regulate voluntary movements.

Origin of Saccade Signals in the GPe
The GPe has been viewed as part of the indirect pathway, receiving signals from the striatum and sending inhibitory output to the STN (Fig. 8, the second column). Considering that the striatal neurons display a relatively lower baseline firing rate (Buser et al. 1974; Hikosaka et al. 1989) and send GABAergic projections to the GPe, neurons in the GPe would be expected to exhibit decreased activity during movements, just like our decrease-type neurons. However, we also found many neurons exhibiting increased activity during antisaccades, and in fact, more than half of the task-related neurons showed increased activity. These results are consistent with previous studies of somatic movements (for review, see Goldberg and Bergman 2011).

![Figure 8. Diagrams showing how the signals in the GPe could facilitate antisaccades or suppress reflexive saccades. Black symbol in each rectangle indicates the direction of firing modulation during saccades. The decrease-type GPe neurons could receive direct inputs from the caudate nucleus (Cd) through the indirect pathway, while the increase-type GPe neurons might receive signals through the cortico-STN-GPe pathways. The indirect and hyperdirect pathways may suppress reflexive saccades, while the direct and cortico-STN-GPe pathways might facilitate voluntary saccades: these pathways might be involved in selective and global facilitations, respectively. Cd, caudate nucleus; GPi, internal segment of the globus pallidus; SNr, substantia nigra pars reticulata; STN, subthalamic nucleus.](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/)
How do neurons in the GPe generate increased activity associated with saccades? Because the GPe receives projections from multiple nuclei in the basal ganglia, there are several possible mechanisms activating GPe neurons. For example, a transient suppression of inhibitory signals from the striatum, a release of lateral inhibition within the GPe, or feedback through the striatal-GPe-STN-GPe pathways might underlie the increased activity. However, previous studies demonstrated that excitation of GPe neurons following cortical stimulation was mediated by the cortico-STN-GPe pathways (Nambu et al. 2000; Kita et al. 2004). Furthermore, a recent study has shown that most increasing signals in GPe neurons during voluntary movements are attributed to glutamatergic inputs, while most of decreasing signals reflect GABAergic projections (Kaneko et al. 2014). Anatomical data also suggest the possibility that the increase-type neurons might receive glutamatergic inputs from the STN (Shink et al. 1996). The STN receives direct projections from the cerebral cortex (Inase et al. 1995; Nambu et al. 1996; Kelly and Strick 2004) and consists of the “hyperdirect” pathway that elevates neuronal activity in the substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) and the internal segment of the GP (GPI) (Smith et al. 1990; Parent and Hazrati 1995a; Figure 8, the third column). In addition to the hyperdirect pathway, which ultimately suppresses neuronal activity in the superior colliculus (SC) or the thalamus (Nambu et al. 2002), GPe neurons also have direct access to the SNr and GPI (Smith et al. 1990; Sato et al. 2000), which could facilitate signals in the SC and thalamus via the disinhibition mechanisms (Figure 8, right column). Thus, the different types of signals in the GPe might come from 2 different sources.

### Possible Roles of Two Different Pathways Through the GPe

What then are the roles of the pathways mediated by the 2 different types of GPe neurons? Previous studies suggest that each basal ganglia pathway is assigned to the regulation of a different aspect of movement. For example, the direct pathway in the basal ganglia is thought to be involved in the generation of purposeful actions (for review, see Hikosaka et al. 2000). Neurons in the caudate nucleus, the SNr and the SC exhibit greater firing modulation during memory-guided saccades compared with visually guided saccades (Hikosaka and Wurtz 1983a,b; for review, see Shires et al. 2010). The enhancement of neuronal modulation in the direct pathway during antisaccades has also been reported (Ford and Everling 2009; Watanabe and Munoz 2009), and these signals seem to have a causal role in the generation of antisaccades (Watanabe and Munoz 2010b). Based on neuronal activity in the caudate nucleus, Watanabe and Munoz (2009, 2010a) have proposed that neurons with a preference for contraversive saccades may facilitate antisaccades through the direct pathway, while those with an ipsilateral preference may suppress reflexive saccades via the indirect pathway. According to this hypothesis, the decrease-type neurons in the GPe found in the present study might receive volitional signals from the caudate nucleus and suppress contrastive reflexive saccades. On the other hand, we found a significant negative correlation between neuronal activity of the increase-type neurons and antisaccade latency under both conditions (Fig. 5), suggesting that these neurons might play a role in facilitating saccades, in a similar manner to neurons in the caudate nucleus that have a contralateral preference (Hikosaka et al. 1989; Lau and Glimcher 2007). Unfortunately, however, our study could not elucidate how these GPe neurons facilitate antisaccades in cooperation with the volitional neurons in the caudate nucleus. One possibility is that neurons in the SNr and GPI might be suppressed through both the direct and the cortico-STN-GPe-SNr/GPi pathways (Fig. 8, right column), causing disinhibition in the downstream structures when the 2 parallel pathways transmit signals simultaneously.

In relation to this, Isoda and Hikosaka (2008) found 2 types of neurons in the ventral STN as monkeys switched from automatic to volitional saccades. One type of neuron exhibited a transient activity during behavioral switching, while the other was active as the animals suppressed automatic saccades (no-go neuron). Our increase-type neurons in the GPe might be relevant to the former neurons, both of which are likely to facilitate volitional saccades (Isoda and Hikosaka 2008). Consistent with this, many increase-type neurons also exhibited some activity during pro-saccades, although the magnitude of firing modulation was smaller than that during antisaccades (Fig. 4). The signals carried by the increase-type GPe neurons might facilitate saccades in general, while the contribution of these signals seems to be dominant for antisaccades. In contrast, the decrease-type neurons in the GPe and the no-go neurons in the STN might play a role in suppressing reflexive saccades. These hypotheses could be tested in future studies by pharmacological manipulation of signals in the different GPe pathways.

### Global and Selective Suppression of Movements

To elucidate how signals in the GPe suppress unwanted movements, we introduced the NoGo trial under 2 different conditions. In the Deliberate condition, the animals might simply ignore any visual stimulus during the NoGo trials, whereas in the Immediate condition, they had to pay attention to the target to understand the task being performed. Thus, the suppression of reflexive saccades must be more selective under the Immediate condition compared with the Deliberate condition (Fig. 1C). Our data showed that the magnitude of firing modulation in the decrease-type neurons during NoGo trials was comparable with that during antisaccades under the Immediate condition, whereas the same neurons exhibited only a slight change in activity in the NoGo trials under the Deliberate condition. These results suggest that the indirect pathway mediated by the decrease-type neurons in the GPe might be related to the selective inhibition of unwanted actions. Our findings are in line with the recent proposal that the indirect and hyperdirect pathways mediate signals for selective and global suppression, respectively (Majid et al. 2013; for review, see Aron 2011). To further confirm this hypothesis, future studies need to examine causal roles of each type of GPe signal in the generation of antisaccades.

In conclusion, we found 2 types of neurons in the GPe that exhibited different firing modulation during NoGo and antisaccade trials. We suggest that the increase-type neurons are involved in the process of saccade facilitation, while the decrease-type neurons are relevant to the selective suppression of reflexive saccades. The decrease-type neurons could be involved in the cortico-STN-GPe-SNr/GPi pathway, which might operate in parallel with the direct, indirect and hyperdirect pathways in the basal ganglia.
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